Jolie is a programming language that follows the microservices paradigm. As an open source project, it has built a community of developers worldwide -both in the industry as well as in academia -taken care of the development, continuously improved its usability, and therefore broadened the adoption. In this paper, we present some of the most recent results and work in progress that has been made within our research team.
I. Introduction
Monolithic applications have long been widespread. They are applications composed of modules that are not independent from the application to which they belong since they share resources of the same machine (e.g. memory, files). Hence, monolithic applications are not dependently executable, bringing with them a series of drawbacks, e.g. scalability and maintainability: a change to a small part of the application requires the entire monolith to be rebuilt and redeployed. Plugging together components the same way that construction engineering does, component-based development appeared as a much more flexible approach. To some extent, "Microservice Architecture" [12] is the extreme of this run towards componentization observed over the last few decades. It differs from a typical Service-Oriented Architecture in terms of a service size, bounded context and independency [8] . A microservice combines related functionalities into a single business unit implemented as a minimal independent process interacting with other microservices via messages. So, instead of having a monolithic application built as a single unit, the system is built as a set of small autonomous services that are independently deployable, have firm module boundaries, and can be implemented using a variety of programming languages and technologies. These services run their own processes and use lightweight communication mechanisms. The term describing the new architectural style has been coined in recent years and has attracted lots of attention as a new way to structure applications.
The Jolie programming language [21] , [4] was created in order to maximize the use of the microservices architectural style. In Jolie, microservices are first-class citizens: every microservice can be reused, orchestrated, and aggregated with others [19] . This approach brings simplicity in components management, reducing development and maintenance costs, and supporting distributed deployments [9] .
The development of Jolie followed a major formalization effort for workflow and service composition languages, and the EU Project SENSORIA [2] has successfully produced a plethora of models for reasoning about composition of services (e.g., [13] , [14] , [15] ). On the mathematical side, the formal semantics of Jolie [11] , [10] , [18] have been inspired by different process calculi, such as CCS [16] and the π-calculus [17] . From a practical point of view, however, Jolie is a descendant of standards for Service-Oriented Computing such as, for example, WS-BPEL [6] . With both theoretical and practical influences, Jolie is a suitable candidate for the application of recent research techniques, e.g., runtime adaptation [23] , process-aware web applications [20] , or correctness-by-construction in concurrent software [7] .
Our research team published several results to this regard. Recent works were devoted to the extension of Jolie type system [24] [25] , showing how computation can be moved from a process-driven to a data-driven approach by means of introducing a choice type. This paper presents recent developments for the Jolie language carried out by our research team at Innopolis University. The paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we briefly review the Jolie programming language in order to simplify the understanding of the forthcoming sections. Section III presents an implementation of a new version of the foreach operator that seeks to simplify the iteration over data structures in Jolie programs. Section IV discusses the implementation of an inline documentation for Jolie developed under the form of an Atom package. Finally, Section V draws some conclusions and looks at the future.
II. Jolie programming language
Each Jolie program consists of two parts: behavior and deployment.
The deployment part contains directives that help the Jolie program to receive and send messages and be orchestrated among other microservices. Such directives include:
• Interfaces: sets of operations equipped with information about their request (and sometimes response) types • Message types: can be represented as native types, linked types, or undefined • Communication ports: define how communications with other services are actually performed The deployment part is separated from the program behavioral part, so that the same behavior may be reused later with a different deployment configuration.
The behavioral part defines the microservice implementation, containing both computation and communication expressions. Each behavior part has a main procedure that defines an entry point of execution. Activities performed by the service can be composed sequentially, in parallel, or with (input guarded) nondeterministic choice [21] . Execution of behavior part is made by means of standard control flow statements, like conditional operators, count-controlled loops and collection-control loop (foreach operator) which we will discuss in more details in Section III.
Communications in Jolie are type-checked at run-time when a server receives a message [19] , [22] . Message types are introduced in the deployment part of Jolie programs by means of the keyword type followed by the type identifier and definition. Type definition can be native, native with subtypes, native with undefined subnodes, link type, or can be undefined (meaning that variable is null until a value is assigned to it).
Types may have any number of subtypes, also known as subnodes for its tree-like representation. For example, we can define the following structure path:
The structure has a root node "europe" and a subnode "ireland", which has a subnode "city". Each node has a cardinality. If it is not specified, then it defaults to one (meaning that there is only one entity).
III. Extending the semantics of foreach loops in Jolie
In the Jolie language, to iterate over the values of a variable, it is necessary to specify the path where the node is. For instance, the follow code iterates over the values of variable a.b:
The aid # determines the number of values in a specific node and a.b[i] accesses the ith value of subnode a.b. Jolie does not restrict the user on the length of the variable that he can use. Hence, iterating over longer variables nodes (e.g. a.b.c.d.e or a.b.c.d.e.f.g) leads to cumbersome loop body: firstly, it is needed to type the full variable path every time an access to a specific values is needed. This is a time-consuming task, especially when variable paths are too long; secondly, the code uses a counter to iterate over the array. Hence, it is prone to error. One needs to continually pay attention to the number of items in the array while also setting up the index itself. Jolie offers a workaround to improve the previous code making it less cumbersome. In Jolie, one variable path can be aliased to a variable, meaning that a long variable path can be expressed in terms of a short one. Aliases are created with the -> operator, for instance the code Even though the code might be clearer and more readable, aliasing in Jolie does not bring any performance improvement and the user still needs to deal with indexes.
Another workaround to tackle this problem is to use the foreach operator defined in Jolie. foreach is defined to transverse Jolie data structures. The syntax is foreach (nameVar : root){ //code block }
The foreach operator will iterate over the nodes defined in root executing the internal code block at each iteration. The main issue with this workaround is that it will iterate over the root node of a path variable. The code foreach (nameVar : a.b){ //code block } will iterate over a (as it is the root of a.b) instead of over the subnode a.b.
The proposed foreach seeks to follow a more natural scheme: "iteration through all elements in a specific (sub)node" while hiding to users the heavy burden of dealing with indexes. The syntax and semantics of the current foreach operator is extended following similar semantics as the ones found in other programming languages, e.g. C++ or Java.
A. Extending the foreach loop in Jolie
As stated before, the current Jolie syntax does not provide any mechanism to transverse a (sub)node in the tree path of a variable. The proposed extension for the foreach loop will promote clarity and usability of the language, enabling users to have a more structured source code.
The extension comprises two current Jolie constructs: foreach loops and alias syntax: on one hand, the foreach loop will keep an implicit index that will be managed by the language, hiding the heavy burden to the users; and another hand, it will use alias syntax eliminating clumsy code brought by common long variable paths, while encapsulates all lowlevel details that are irrelevant in our context.
The following shows the syntax extension of the foreach construct:
foreach (lVariablePath -> rVariablePath){ //code block using lVariablePath } where lVariablePath is a fresh variable aliased to the variable path rVariablePath. rVariablePath needs to represent a node in the variable path rather than a specific value. The foreach operator will iterate over the values defined in the node rVariablePath executing the code block at each iteration.
The implementation is a syntax sugar for the for loop presented previously. It will, internally, translates the previous code to:
for (i = 0, i < #rVariablePath, i++){ lVariablePath -> rVariablePath[i]; //code blockusing lVariablePath } The foreach extension was implemented by implementing a visitor to transverse Jolie's code AST and generating the previous Jolie code. The implementation can be found at [3] Having this new syntax and semantics for foreach, users can iterate over long path variables without introducing cumbersome code or having the heavy burden of dealing with indexes.
Compared to Java where an enhaced for-loop can't be used to remove or update elements as you traverse a collection, foreach in Jolie are capable to do this:
The last point is that Jolie foreach employs an alias sign "->"instead of a colon symbol used in Java and C++ to separate a target collection and an iteration variable. The colon symbol in Jolie is already used to traverse the subnodes of a particular node (e.g. subnode 1, subnode 2, ... subnode n) while we are iterating through the values of the specific node (e.g node[0], node[1], ... node[n-1]). Additionally, by employing "->" we explicitly demostrate that foreach uses an alias syntax while traversing values of a node.
IV. Displaying inline documentation for Jolie
Commonly, developers prefer the use of Integrated Development Environments (IDEs) since they provide a vast amount of functionalities within the same context. They come, for instance, with the corresponding compilers or interpreters, testing and debugging tools, code navigation and autocompletion, and so on.
Jolie's IDE is based on Atom [1] text editor, which is a powerful open-source editor. An advantage of using an IDE based on Atom, is that one can extend its functionality by implementing additional packages and coupling them to the main core.
Jolie's IDE is still under work in progress. For instance, the IDE does not support the invoking of a definition of a type or a port (when the cursor is standing above an identifier) as an inline small window to recall the programmer of it. This section shows the development of a feature for displaying inline documentation in Jolie's IDE for Jolie's code. The inline documentation view was implemented as an Atom's package. The package shows in a small window brief information (the inline documentation) about the subject which is selected with the cursor (see Figure IV .1). The idea behind this feature is for the programmer to have a quick view of the documentation of a specific identifier without the need of opening the file where the documentation is.
A. Deployment part of Jolie
As stated in Section II, Jolie programs consist of two parts: behavior and deployment. The support for inline documentation takes into account the deployment part.
In the deployment part, the communication is supported by communication ports. They define the communication links used by services to exchange data. There exist two kinds of ports: input and output ports and their syntaxes are similar. Ports are based upon the three fundamental concepts: Location, Protocol and Interface. The following is the syntax for an output port in Jolie:
id is the name of the port. Location expresses the communication medium, URI stands for Uniform Resource Identifier, and it defines the location of the port. The protocol defines how data needs to be sent or received. It is defined by p. Finally, Interfaces are the interfaces accessible through the port. The implementation of the inline doc view will give information about the kind of protocols (defined in protocol) and the interfaces (defined in Interfaces)
B. Implementation
The inline documentation for Jolie (herein InlineDoc View) was implemented as a plugin of Jolie's IDE (i.e. a package of Atom). When the user clicks on the word he wants to see the documentation, a window appears showing the corresponding inline documentation, as depicted in Figure IV .1. The window gives a snipped of the documentation and presents two buttons, "docs" and "online". "docs" gives the user the possibility to show the documentation . . . ; the "online" button translates the representation of the documentation to HTML code so the documentation can be showed in a browser.
The plugin implements a series of components that interact to each other sequentially. When the user clicks on a word in the Jolie IDE, one of the predefined Atom's components retrieves the string text corresponding to the line where the cursor is on. This information is sent to a pre-process component. This component 1) filters the line: checks whether the user clicked on a word that might contain documentation. The implementation of the InlineDoc View takes into account only the deployment part of Jolie programs. If users click on something different, no information is retrieved; it also checks whether the word has some meaning, e.g. it is not a curly bracket or a Jolie keyword, from which no information is available. 2) categorizes the type of word the user clicked on. The word can correspond to the protocol or to the interface parts of the port communication. This component sends both the corresponding word (which correspond to a word that some information can be retrieved from) and the categorization (either the word is defined in the protocol or in the interface part) to the evaluation component. This component will search for the documentation of the word in the categorization files. Categorization files are JSON files provided by us that define a mapping between protocols and documentation. This component will send the corresponding The information received by this component uses markdown format [5] . Markdown is a text-to-HTML conversion tool that enables users to get a structured valid XHTML (or HTML) from a text. So this component can also display the information (upon request of the user by clicking on the "online" button) in a browser.
V. Conclusive Remarks
Research on microservices and Jolie is progressing and several scientists have noticed the interesting features and the challenges connected with language development. This paper reports our latest results and highlights realization details. Two aspects have been covered here and represent the contribution of our work:
• Foreach operator: we presented an implementation of a new version of the foreach operator aiming at simplifying the iteration over data structures in Jolie programs. It is sintactic sugar, but makes non-trivial programs more straightforward to write and read. • Inline documentation : we introduced the implementation of an inline documentation for Jolie developed under the form of an Atom package. Jolie's IDE is work in progress, and much as to be done yet. Still, inline documentation supports developers in writing programs and ultimately enhance code quality. Open challenges are related to the static type checking of Jolie, a feature that is necessary for a broader adoption of the language in an industrial context. The principal effort of our research in the upcoming months will therefore focus on static analysis.
